Optimal power flow in three-phase islanded microgrids with inverter interfaced units
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A B S T R A C T

In this paper, the solution of the optimal power flow (OPF) problem for three phase islanded microgrids is studied, the OPF being one of the core functions of the tertiary regulation level for an AC islanded microgrid with a hierarchical control architecture. The study also aims at evaluating the contextual adjustment of the droop parameters used for primary voltage and frequency regulation of inverter interfaced units. The output of the OPF provides an iso-frequential operating point for all the generation units and a set of droop parameters for primary regulation. In this way, secondary regulation can be neglected in the considered hierarchical control structure. The application section provides the solution of the OPF problem over networks of different sizes and a stability analysis of the microgrid system using the optimized droop parameters, thus giving rise to the optimized management of the system with a new hierarchical control architecture.
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1. Introduction

Optimal power flow, OPF, in electrical power systems is the problem of identifying the optimal dispatch of generation sources to get technical and economical issues. The problem is typically solved in Distribution Management Systems (DMS), which implement the highest level of the hierarchy of controllers within microgrids [1]. They take care of control functions such as optimized real and reactive power dispatch, voltage regulation, contingency analysis, capability maximization, or reconfiguration. Microgrids, that are small low or medium voltage networks supplying interconnected loads by distributed energy resources, often show unbalanced loads and can work autonomously from the main grid. For this reason, a three phase OPF in islanded distribution systems is needed. The formulation of the problem should also account for the presence of inverter-interfaced units with control laws specifically designed to contrast voltage and frequency deviations when a sudden load variation occurs. Therefore the first issue to be analyzed is the efficient solution of the three phase power flow [2] in islanded three phase unbalanced systems; the formulation of the problem may also put into evidence the droop regulators parameters, so as to account for voltage and frequency deviations within admissible ranges.

In [3], a parametric study on these systems shows the dependency of power losses on the droop parameters, thus it makes sense to consider as part of the solution of the OPF also the set of droop parameters affecting the power injection from grid forming units. In the problem, the other variables are the power injections from PQ generation buses. Besides, according to traditional power flow solution method, a slack bus is needed; the latter is considered as an infinite bus capable of supplying or absorbing whatever real or reactive power flow thus keeping the system frequency and local bus voltage constant. This method for load flow solution is not suitable in islanded microgrids systems having small and comparable capacity generators. In these systems indeed, there is no generator that can be physically regarded as a slack bus. In order to face the problem above, in this paper it is proposed to model inverter interfaced generation units using the control law used for primary voltage and frequency regulation and a suitable power flow calculation method without a slack bus has been proposed in 2009 [2]. Differently from what is commonly done for loads, represented with a constant power model (P, Q), in this formulation, loads...
power depends on voltage and frequency. Constant power model may indeed lead to inconsistent and misleading results about loss reduction and other subsequent calculations on stability [5].

Authors in [2] devise a power flow calculation method for islanded power networks. However, the loads in the study only depend on voltage, not on frequency and the application is devoted to balanced transmission systems. Therefore the proposed model is not suitable for power flow calculations in microgrids, which typically show unbalanced loads. The power flow formulation in three phase unbalanced micro-grid with voltage and frequency dependent load modeling may bring misleading results with traditional methods, such as the Newton Raphson method, due to the presence of sparse matrices. A complete formulation of the problem here discussed can be found in [6], where a new method that can solve this problem called Newton Trust Region Method is proposed. The method is designed by a combination of Newton Raphson Method and Trust Region Method. The paper shows that this new method is a helpful tool to perform accurate steady state studies of islanded microgrids and the solution of a 25 bus test system is achieved after a few iterations. However, the authors do not investigate the dependency between the droop parameters values and the power losses value for each loading condition and do not solve the OPF problem. The OPF in three phase unbalanced systems working in islanded conditions has been dealt with only recently, although some authors have investigated the influence of the network parameters over stability issues affecting the local controllers [4], showing that the selection of droop characteristics requires a thorough investigation of system steady-state and dynamic behavior.

More recently, in [7], the authors use Particle Swarm Optimization to choose the droop parameters and then perform the load flow analysis using the formulation seen in [2]. In the paper however the OPF is not dealt with the three phase load flow formulation. In [8], a methodology for unbalanced three-phase OPF for distribution management system in a smart grid is presented. However, the loads in the study do not depend on voltage and frequency and a traditional power flow solution method for grid connected systems is used.

In [9], it is shown that with P/V droop control, the DG units that are located electrically far from the load centers automatically deliver a lower share of the power. This automatic power-sharing modification can lead to decreased line losses; therefore, there the system shows an overall improved efficiency as compared to the methods focusing on perfect power sharing. Such concept of unequal power sharing is developed in this paper, where droops are optimized based on global objectives such as power losses, the latter being an optimization objective that seems concurrent with dynamic stability of the system.

In this paper, an original formulation and solution approach for the OPF problem in islanded distribution systems is proposed. The methodology is well suited for AC microgrids and can be envisioned as a new hierarchical control structure comprising only two levels: primary and tertiary regulation, the latter also providing iso-frequency operating points for all units and optimized droop parameters for primary regulation. The OPF provides a minimum losses operating point for which voltage drops are limited and power sharing is carried out according to the most adequate physical properties of the infrastructure thus giving rise to increased lifetime of lines and components. Due to the fact that the solution method is based on a numerical approach, the OPF is quite fast and efficient and the operating point can be calculated in times that are comparable to the current secondary regulation level times.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the modeling of the three-phase system for power flow solution is described. Then, the power flow solution for unbalanced three phase microgrids systems using the Trust Region Method is described. Then, Section 3 presents the OPF formulation for losses minimization in closed form. The formulation of the OPF in this first application is devoted to balanced load three phase system in which the only the P-I droop parameters can be optimized, while the Q-V droop parameters cannot. Section 4 shows the attained results and a discussion on the attained results.

In the application sections, two test systems different scenarios have been investigated to show:

- the results of the OPFs solution and the results for a small 6 bus system along with the droop parameters attained;
- the results of stability studies carried out over the 6 bus system above.

2. Optimal power flow in islanded AC microgrids

In order to provide a suitable formulation of the OPF problem in islanded AC microgrids also accounting for primary regulation issues, it is required a precise modeling of the system’s lines and components.

2.1. Lines and loads modeling

Line modeling [6] in this study is based on the dependency on frequency of lines reactance. Carson’s equations are used for a three phase grounded four wire system. With a grid that is well grounded, reactance between the neutral potentials and the ground is assumed to be zero. Applying the Kron’s reduction [10] to the impedance matrix modeling the electromagnetic couplings between conductors and the ground, the following compact matrix formulation can be attained, please see Fig. 1 where superscript $-n$ has been omitted:

$$
[Z_{abc}] = \begin{bmatrix}
Z_{abc}^{aa-n} & Z_{abc}^{ab-n} & Z_{abc}^{ac-n} \\
Z_{abc}^{ba-n} & Z_{abc}^{bb-n} & Z_{abc}^{bc-n} \\
Z_{abc}^{ca-n} & Z_{abc}^{cb-n} & Z_{abc}^{cc-n} 
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(1)

2.2. Load modeling

The frequency and voltage dependency of the power supplied to the loads can be represented as follows:

$$
P_{li} = P_{0i}|V_i|^\alpha(1 + K_gf \Delta f)
$$

(2)

$$
Q_{li} = Q_{0i}|V_i|^\beta(1 + K_qf \Delta f)
$$

(3)

where $P_{0i}$ and $Q_{0i}$ are the rated real and reactive power at the operating points respectively; $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are the coefficients of real and reactive power. The values of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are given in [11]. $\Delta f$ is the frequency deviation ($f - f_0$); $K_gf$ takes the value from 0 to 3.0, and $K_qf$ takes the value from $-2.0$ to 0 [12].
2.3. Distributed generators modeling

The three phase real and reactive power generated from a DG unit with droop inverter interfaced generation can be expressed by the following equations:

\[
P_{Gi} = -K_{Gi}(f - f_0)
\]

\[
Q_{Gi} = -K_{Gi}(V_i - V_{0i})
\]

(4)

(5)

In these equations, the coefficients \(K_{Gi}\) and \(K_{Qi}\) as well as \(V_{0i}\) and \(f_0\) characterize the droop regulators of distributed generators. The three phase real and reactive power generated from a PQ generator can be expressed by the following equations:

\[
P_{PQi} = P_{PQi,spec}\]

\[
Q_{PQi} = Q_{PQi,spec}\]

(6)

(7)

where \(P_{PQi,spec}\) and \(Q_{PQi,spec}\) are the pre-specified active and reactive generated of the \(i\)-th PQ generator.

2.4. General formulation of three phase power flow problem

For each type of bus (such as PQ bus, PV bus or Droop-bus), we will have the different mismatch equations describing [6]. In this work, we assume that all buses are either droop-buses or PQ bus. For each PQ-Bus, we have mismatch equations as follow:

\[
P_{PQi} = \sum_{i=1}^{n_{pq}} \left[ V_i^{a,b,c} (\delta_i^{a,b,c}) - V_i^{a,b,c} \right] + \sum_{i=1}^{n_{pq}} \left[ V_i^{a,b,c} \cos(\delta_i^{a,b,c}) + V_i^{a,b,c} \cos(\phi_i^{a,b,c}) + V_i^{a,b,c} \right]
\]

\[
Q_{PQi} = \sum_{i=1}^{n_{pq}} \left[ V_i^{a,b,c} (\delta_i^{a,b,c}) - V_i^{a,b,c} \right] + \sum_{i=1}^{n_{pq}} \left[ V_i^{a,b,c} \sin(\delta_i^{a,b,c}) + V_i^{a,b,c} \cos(\phi_i^{a,b,c}) + V_i^{a,b,c} \right]
\]

For each of the droop-buses, \(i\), we have mismatch equations as follows:

\[
0 = P_{Gj}^{a,b,c}(f_i, |V_i^{a,b,c}|, Q_{j}^{a,b,c}, \delta_i^{a,b,c}, \phi_i^{a,b,c})
\]

\[
Q_{Gi}^{a,b,c}(f_i, |V_i^{a,b,c}|, P_{Gj}^{a,b,c}, \delta_i^{a,b,c}, \phi_i^{a,b,c})
\]

(9)

(10)

For each Droop-bus \(i\), we have the unknown variables:

\[
x_{Di} = [\delta_i^{a,b,c}, |V_i^{a,b,c}|, \theta_i^{a,b,c}]^T
\]

(11)

For all Droop-bus, we have the unknown variables:

\[
x_D = [x_{D1} \ldots x_{Dn_d}]^T
\]

(12)

where \(n_d\) is the number of Droop-bus.

3. Optimal power flow calculation

The optimal power flow in this paper is carried out to minimize power losses. The solution algorithm is iterative and uses Lagrange method. The solution strategy has proved to be efficient for the definition of new operating points and new droop parameters for primary regulation; moreover, the proposed architecture integrating the proposed OPF may replace the secondary regulation level by finding an iso-frequency working condition for all units. It has indeed been shown, through parametric studies [3] that the power losses term is of course connected to the droop parameters values and thus such choice influences the steady state operation of microgrids.

Moreover sharing power among units so as to get a minimum loss operation will lead also to increased stability margins and probably a stable operation as proved in [14,15].
The role of the OPF in the proposed controller architecture is depicted in Fig. 2 below and expressed by the following formula.

\[ f = (f_{0i} + \Delta f) - (K_{Gi} + \Delta K_{Gi}) * (P_{Gi} - P_{DG_i}) \]  

where \( f_{0i} \) and \( P_{DG_i} \) are the rated frequency and power of generator \( i \); \( f \) and \( P_{Gi} \) are frequency and generated power of generator \( i \) at the new operating point; \( \Delta f \) and \( \Delta K_{Gi} \) are frequency deviation and droop parameter to get the new operating point, respectively carried out by secondary and tertiary control. In this way, the OPF outputs a new operating point at a new frequency and also resets the different primary regulation parameters.

A general formulation for the power losses equation, referred to as Kron's loss formula, is the following [16]:

\[ P_{\text{Loss}} = \sum_{i=1}^{n_g} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n_b} B_{ij}P_{Gi}P_{Gj} + \sum_{k=1}^{n_t} B_{ik}P_{Gi} + B_{00} \right) \]  

where \( n_g \) is the number of generators (including of droop generators (\( n_{fr} \)) and PQ generators (\( n_{pq} \)).

\[ P_{Gi} = \begin{bmatrix} P_{G1} \\ P_{G2} \\ \vdots \\ P_{Gg} \end{bmatrix}, \quad P_{Gj} = \begin{bmatrix} P_{G1} & P_{G2} & \cdots & P_{Gg} \end{bmatrix} \]  

\( B_{ij}, B_{G0} \) and \( B_{00} \) are loss coefficients or B-coefficients.

Such formulation linearly relates the power losses with the generated powers, considering constant the system's frequency and bus voltages modules and displacements. Although the expression was originally written for transmission systems, it can also be used for microgrids, since it does not imply any assumption that is strictly valid for transmission. Besides, in the solution algorithm, the B-coefficients formulation for power losses is re-calculated at each iteration and this will be cleared out in later. The algorithm repeatedly calculates the system's electrical parameters (voltage modules, voltages displacements and frequency) through the solution of the power flow for new values of the generated power. Nonetheless, since the B-coefficient formulation is adequate for systems that have balanced loads, this hypothesis is a basic assumption to use the proposed method.

The three phase injected real and reactive power from a DG unit which is Droop_bus are calculated in (3) and (4) and in this application, the reactive power depends on voltage but the relevant parameter (\( K_{Gi} \)) cannot be optimized.

The optimal dispatch problem is thus that to find the set of droop parameters (\( K_{Gi} \)) and generating powers \( P_{Gi} \) minimizing the power losses function expressed in (19), subject to the constraint that generation should equal total demands plus losses

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{n_g} \left( P_{Gi} + \sum_{j=1}^{n_b} B_{ij}P_{Gi}P_{Gj} + \sum_{k=1}^{n_t} B_{ik}P_{Gi} + B_{00} \right) \]  

where \( P_{Gi} \) is the real power of droop generator \( i \); \( P_{pq} \) is the real power of PQ generator \( i \); \( P_{Li} \) is the real power of load bus \( i \) and \( n_{fr} \) is the number of load bus.

The problem should also meet the following inequality constraints, expressed as follows:

\[ K_{Gimin} \leq K_{Gi} \leq K_{Gimax}, \quad i = 1 \text{ to } n_{fr} \]  

\[ P_{pqmin} \leq P_{pq} \leq P_{pqmax}, \quad i = 1 \text{ to } n_{pq} \]  

\[ |l_{minm}| \leq l_{mn} \leq |l_{maxm}|, \quad m = 1 \text{ to } n \]  

where the \( K_{Gi} \) is a coefficient characterizing the droop regulator of droop bus generator \( i \), \( l_{mn} \) is the current on branch \( mn \) connecting buses \( m \) and \( n \).

Eq. (24) is the constraint about branches ampacity limit. However, due to the objective function formulation, it has been considered by verifying it at every cycle of the optimization algorithm thus producing a sub-optimal feasible solution. Fig. 3 shows how the constraint is integrated into the optimization problem solution.

Following the Lagrange method, we obtain

\[ L = P_{max} + \lambda \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n_g} P_{Gi} - \sum_{i=1}^{n_g} P_{DG_i} - \sum_{i=1}^{n_g} P_{PQ_i} \right) + \sum_{i=1}^{n_g} P_{Gi} \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial K_{Gi}} \right) \]  

where \( \lambda \), \( \mu_{(\text{max})} \), \( \mu_{(\text{min})} \), \( \gamma_{(\text{max})} \), \( \gamma_{(\text{min})} \) are the Lagrange multiplier and the \( \mu_{(\text{max})} = 0, \gamma_{(\text{max})} = 0 \) when \( K_{Gi} < K_{Gimax} \), \( P_{pq} < P_{pqmin} \) : \( \mu_{(\text{min})} = 0, \gamma_{(\text{min})} = 0 \) when \( K_{Gi} > K_{Gimin} \), \( P_{pq} > P_{pqmin} \). It means that if the constraint is violated, it will become active. To get the solution of the problem, we have to solve the set of equations include of the partials of the function below:

\[ \frac{\partial L}{\partial K_{Gi}} = 0 \]  

(26)

\[ \frac{\partial L}{\partial P_{DG_i}} = 0 \]  

(27)

\[ \frac{\partial L}{\partial P_{pq}} = 0 \]  

(28)

\[ \frac{\partial L}{\partial \mu_{\text{max}}} = K_{Gi} - K_{Gi(\text{max})} = 0 \]  

(29)
\[
\frac{\partial L}{\partial \mu_{\text{min}}} = K_{G\text{i}} - K_{G\text{i}(\text{min})} = 0
\]
\[
\frac{\partial L}{\partial \gamma_{\text{max}}} = P_{\text{PQ}} - P_{\text{PQ}(\text{max})} = 0
\]
\[
\frac{\partial L}{\partial \gamma_{\text{min}}} = P_{\text{PQ}} - P_{\text{PQ}(\text{min})} = 0
\]

Eqs. (29)–(32) mean that when \( K_{G\text{i}} \) and \( P_{\text{PQ}} \) are within their limits, we will have:

\[
\mu_{\text{min}} = \mu_{\text{max}} = 0
\]

and

\[
\gamma_{\text{min}} = \gamma_{\text{max}} = 0
\]

First condition, given by (26) results in

\[
\frac{\partial L}{\partial K_{G\text{i}}} = \frac{\partial P_{\text{Loss}}}{\partial K_{G\text{i}}} + \lambda \left( \frac{\partial \sum_{i=1}^{n_g} P_{\text{Gj}}}{\partial K_{G\text{i}}} + \frac{\partial P_{\text{Loss}}}{\partial K_{G\text{i}}} \right) - \frac{\partial \sum_{i=1}^{n_g} P_{\text{Gj}}}{\partial K_{G\text{i}}} = 0
\]

Since

\[
\frac{\partial \sum_{i=1}^{n_g} P_{\text{Gj}}}{\partial K_{G\text{i}}} = \frac{\partial P_{\text{Gj}}}{\partial K_{G\text{i}}} = -\left(f - f_0\right)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \sum_{i=1}^{n_g} P_{\text{Gj}}}{\partial K_{G\text{i}}} = 0
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \sum_{i=1}^{n_g} P_{\text{Li}}}{\partial K_{G\text{i}}} = \frac{dP_{\text{Li}}}{dK_{G\text{i}}} = 0
\]

And therefore the condition for optimum dispatch becomes

\[
\frac{\partial P_{\text{Loss}}}{\partial K_{G\text{i}}} (\lambda + 1) + \lambda (f - f_0) = 0
\]

Since

\[
\frac{\partial P_{\text{Loss}}}{\partial K_{G\text{i}}} = (f - f_0) \left(-2 \sum_{j=1}^{n_g} B_j P_{Cj} - B_{0i}\right)
\]

substituting in (37) we have

\[
\left\{ \sum_{j=1}^{n_g} B_j P_{Cj} + B_{0i} \right\} (\lambda + 1) - \lambda = 0
\]

or

\[
B_i (f - f_0) K_{G\text{i}} - \sum_{j=1}^{n_g} B_j P_{Cj} = B_{0i} - \frac{\lambda}{2(\lambda + 1)}
\]

Second condition, given by (27) results in

\[
\frac{\partial L}{\partial P_{\text{PQj}}} = \frac{\partial P_{\text{Loss}}}{\partial P_{\text{PQj}}} + \lambda \left( \frac{\partial \sum_{i=1}^{n_g} P_{\text{Li}}}{\partial P_{\text{PQj}}} + \frac{\partial P_{\text{Loss}}}{\partial P_{\text{PQj}}} \right)
\]

\[
- \frac{\partial \sum_{i=1}^{n_g} P_{\text{Gj}}}{\partial P_{\text{PQj}}} - \frac{\partial \sum_{i=1}^{n_g} P_{\text{PQj}}}{\partial P_{\text{PQj}}} = 0
\]

Since

\[
\frac{\partial \sum_{i=1}^{n_g} P_{\text{Li}}}{\partial P_{\text{PQj}}} = \frac{dP_{\text{Li}}}{dP_{\text{PQj}}} = 0
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \sum_{i=1}^{n_g} P_{\text{Gj}}}{\partial P_{\text{PQj}}} = \frac{dP_{\text{Gj}}}{dP_{\text{PQj}}} = 0
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \sum_{i=1}^{n_g} P_{\text{Gj}}}{\partial P_{\text{PQj}}} = 2 \sum_{i=1}^{n_g} B_j P_{Cj} + B_{0i}
\]

substituting in (40) we have

\[
\left\{ 2 \sum_{j=1}^{n_g} B_j P_{Cj} + B_{0i} \right\} (\lambda + 1) - \lambda = 0
\]

or

\[
B_i (f - f_0) K_{G\text{i}} - \sum_{j=1}^{n_g} B_j P_{Cj} = B_{0i} - \frac{\lambda}{2(\lambda + 1)}
\]

Fig. 3. Flowchart of the algorithm.
Third condition, given by (28) results in
\[
\sum_{i=1}^{n_g} P_{Li} + P_{loss} - \sum_{i=1}^{n_{gr}} P_{Gri} - \sum_{i=1}^{n_{pq}} P_{pq} = 0
\]  

(51)

Expressing (42) and (50) in form of matrix, we have
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
B_{11} & B_{12} & \cdots & B_{1ng} \\
B_{21} & B_{22} & \cdots & B_{2ng} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
B_{ng1} & B_{ng2} & \cdots & B_{ngng}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
K_{Gi}(f - f_{01}) \\
K_{Gi}(f - f_{02}) \\
\vdots \\
K_{Gi}(f - f_{0ng})
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{1}{2} \left( B_{01} - \frac{\lambda}{\lambda + 1} \right) \\
\frac{1}{2} \left( B_{02} - \frac{\lambda}{\lambda + 1} \right) \\
\vdots \\
\frac{1}{2} \left( B_{0ng} - \frac{\lambda}{\lambda + 1} \right)
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(52)

We use the gradient method to solve this set of equation in (52). First, we estimated an initial value of \(\lambda^{(k)}\), then we can solve the set of linear equations. From (52), formulation to calculate \(K_{Gi}\) at the \(k_{th}\) iteration can be extracted as
\[
k_{Gi}^{(k)} = \frac{B_{Gi}(\lambda^{(k)} + 1) - \lambda^{(k)} - 2(\lambda^{(k)} + 1)\sum_{j=1, j \neq i}^{ng} B_{ij}K_{Gi}(f - f_{0j})}{2(\lambda^{(k)} + 1)B_{ii}}
\]  

(53)

From (52), formulation to calculate \(P_{pq}\) at the \(k_{th}\) iteration can be extracted as
\[
p_{pq}^{(k)} = \frac{B_{pq}(\lambda^{(k)} + 1) + \lambda^{(k)} - 2(\lambda^{(k)} + 1)\sum_{j=1, j \neq i}^{ng} B_{ij}p_{pq}^{(k)}}{2(\lambda^{(k)} + 1)B_{ii}}
\]  

(54)

Substituting for \(K_{Gi}\) from (53) in (5) to get \(P_{Gri}\) and then substituting \(P_{pq}\) from (54) and \(P_{Gri}\) in (51) we have
\[
B_{Gi}(\lambda^{(k)} + 1) - \lambda^{(k)} - 2(\lambda^{(k)} + 1)\sum_{j=1, j \neq i}^{ng} B_{ij}K_{Gi}(f - f_{0j})
- \sum_{i=1}^{nga} P_{Li} - P_{loss}
+ \sum_{i=1}^{nga} P_{Li} + P_{loss}
\]  

(56)

or
\[\sum_{i=1}^{nga} -B_{Gi}(\lambda^{(k)} + 1) + \lambda^{(k)} - 2(\lambda^{(k)} + 1)\sum_{j=1, j \neq i}^{ng} B_{ij}p_{pq}^{(k)}
+ \sum_{i=1}^{nga} P_{Li} + P_{loss}
\]  

(55)

and therefore
\[\lambda^{(k+1)} = \lambda^{(k)} + \Delta \lambda^{(k)}
\]  

(61)

The flowchart of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.

4. Test results

In this section, the OPF algorithm has been applied to a 6 bus test system represented in Fig. 4, for the loading condition reported in Table B1 of Appendix B. Then the dynamic behavior of the system has been tested to check the stability of the attained operating point and relevant droop operation parameters. The electrical data of the test system are similar to [6], they are shown in Tables B1–B3 of Appendix B; \(S_p = 10,000 \text{ kVA}, V_p = 230 \text{ V}, f = 60 \text{ Hz}, K_{pf} = K_{qf} = 0\) (in Eqs. (3) and (4). Table 1 shows the results attained after some iterations of the OPF algorithm applied for the considered 6 bus system.

In the same Table, in bold the optimal power flow solution and the relevant droop parameters are reported.

As it can be observed, for the considered loading condition, a reduction of 14.04% of power losses is attained. Results of the same OPF procedure carried out for other loading conditions on the same test system that can be experienced realistically (changing the load factor between 0.5 p.u. and 1 p.u.) still show a power losses reduction that does not go below 8% in all cases.

4.1. Stability issues and architecture of the control system

The dynamic behavior of the system with optimized parameters has been tested for a step load change. At \(t = 10\) s, a three phase resistor branch (12 \(\Omega\) in each phase) and three phase inductor branch (0.01 H in each phase) is added to bus 4 and bus 6 by paralleling respectively.

The simulations, Figs. 5 and 6 show that the droop parameters found after the OPF application produce stable results. As it was expected, the power sharing condition proposed by the OPF solution increases the output power from the units (DG1 and DG3) that are electrically closer to the loads that have increased their
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. iteration</th>
<th>Load flow, pu</th>
<th>Optimization, pu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>$P_G$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 (Droop)</td>
<td>0.3916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 (Droop)</td>
<td>0.3916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 (Droop)</td>
<td>0.3916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 (Droop)</td>
<td>0.3978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 (Droop)</td>
<td>0.3016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 (Droop)</td>
<td>0.4748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 (Droop)</td>
<td>0.3972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 (Droop)</td>
<td>0.2167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 (Droop)</td>
<td>0.5605</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Comparison of voltage magnitude response in bus 1 before and after the optimization.

absorption and decreases the contribution from the electrically farthest unit (DG2). Moreover, the contextual variation of droop gains in the same direction (increase for those that are closer and decrease for the farthest) implies and even more reactive response if loads will keep varying in the same direction.

Stable behavior was expected since in [15] the stability margins are improved when: loading is shared according to lines capacity and frequency is higher (consequence of lower power losses in islanded systems). What cannot be ensured is of course that power is shared according to DC units capacity.

To see what happens with the system stability between one OPF execution and the other, the following experiment has been carried out. First the load at bus 4 was increased by 50%, the OPF was run and the optimized parameters for the current loading condition were calculated. Then the load was strongly changed in the opposite direction (decrease the load by 50% at both bus 4 and bus 6) to check the stability of the system. The results shown in Figs. 7 and 8 show that the system is still stable.

The application carried out even if for a simplified case (balanced loads) where only the P-f droop parameters can be optimized shows the possibility to carry out a centralized and optimized control of the system even when the grid is islanded. The load flow method, proposed in the first part of the paper, for unbalanced systems can indeed be easily integrated into a heuristic-based OPF giving rise to solution parameters both for P-f droop generation units and for Q-V droop generation units.

The proposed OPF algorithm to be integrated into a centralized controller of a microgrid would produce reduced losses and
voltage drops all over the system. Moreover, if carried out frequently, i.e. every few minutes, it eliminates the need for a distributed secondary regulation, since it produces isofrequential, and within admissible rated bounds, operating points for all droop interfaced generators.

The general architecture of the control system is therefore depicted in Fig. 9.

After a load variation and after the primary regulation, in order to compensate for the frequency and amplitude deviations, the OPF is started. The frequency and voltage amplitude levels in the microgrids $f$ and $V$ at all buses are sensed and compared with the references $f_{MC}$ and $V_{MC}$. If the errors are greater than a given threshold (which takes into account the admissible frequency and voltage deviations), then the OPF is started again in order to restore the operating voltage and frequency.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a new OPF algorithm for islanded microgrids is proposed. The algorithm produces a minimum losses and stable operating point with relevant droop parameters and solves the OPF problem in closed form. It is interesting to point out that the underlying idea of a centralized controller providing operating points at the same frequency and within admissible bounds may lead to a simplified hierarchical structure only including two control levels (primary and tertiary control levels). Nevertheless, at the moment the proposed algorithm cannot deal with unbalanced loads and only outputs results for the P-f droops parameters, letting the Q-V droops parameters non-optimized.

The algorithm as it is proposed in the papers is feasible for small systems where centralized operation is possible and loads are typically balanced.

Further research will be oriented toward the implementation of the similar approaches for unbalanced distribution systems, since the conclusions that have been drawn can be generalized. Moreover, further investigations will concern the implementation of the simplified hierarchical control architecture with only primary and tertiary regulation. Another interesting conclusion concerns the fact that minimum losses operation gives rise to stable operating points at same frequency with the relevant droop parameters for inverter interfaced units.

### Appendix B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bus number</th>
<th>Type generator</th>
<th>Load, per-phase</th>
<th>Generator</th>
<th>Exponent of loads</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$R$, Ohm</td>
<td>$L$, mH</td>
<td>$K_B$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Droop</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>17.69231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Droop</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>17.69231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Droop</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>17.69231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>17.69231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B2
Line data of 6 bus test system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bus nl</th>
<th>Bus nr</th>
<th>R, Ohm</th>
<th>L, H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.00035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.00025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.00005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.000318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.001843</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B3
Limit of \( K_s \) on 6 bus system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. generator</th>
<th>Type generator</th>
<th>Min ( K_s ), pu</th>
<th>Max ( K_s ), pu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Droop</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>750.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Droop</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>750.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Droop</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>750.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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